Success Story

Capstone Logistics Drives Productivity Gains
with ExpenseWatch

“

The value we get from ExpenseWatch is tremendous.
I’ve used other systems that charge per transaction
and I was never sure what each monthly fee would be.
With ExpenseWatch, staff can submit as many expense
reports, purchase requisitions and invoices they need to
throughout a month and our charges remain the same.
This is a great savings for
us, as most of our
expense report submitters
file weekly.”

Cindy Davis, Director of Accounting

Customer Profile
Capstone Logistics works with major grocery chains and food services
companies along with retailers, unloading inbound freight and performing
other warehouse services at partner distribution centers.
Capstone Logistics came into being after two leading logistics companies
merged in 2011: LMS Intellibound and Progressive Logistics Services.
The combination of these two complimentary companies has created a
powerhouse organization with 250+ operating locations in 43 states.

Business Challenges
LMS Intellibound has been a customer of ExpenseWatch since 2004 when it
was operating in 17 states. At that time, it was struggling with visibility into
spending and managing approval processes over multiple locations.
At the time of the merger, PLS was actively looking for a spend
management system. Expense reports and purchase requests were all
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paper-based, and were being mailed between locations for approvals and
processing. Visibility into spending and policy enforcement was becoming
more and more problematic. Once the merger was announced, PLS decided
to wait to sign on with a new spend management vendor until the two
companies could be combined.

Solution Overview
With the merger complete, the new Capstone Logistics was ready to push
ExpenseWatch to the entire organization. It helped that just before the
merger was announced, PLS was ready to sign with ExpenseWatch, so offices
were keen to get the system up and running. Each location was equipped
with the requisite number of purchasing and expense report licenses. This
uniformity across locations enables Capstone to use the same vendors and
take advantage of volume discount pricing.
Information from the ExpenseWatch system is imported into the
Microsoft Dynamics Great Plains accounting system and expense report
reimbursements are paid weekly using ACH.

Business Benefit
“The value we get from ExpenseWatch is tremendous,” said Cindy Davis,
director of accounting for Capstone Logistics. “I’ve used other systems that
charge per transaction and I was never sure what the monthly fee would be.
With ExpenseWatch, staff can submit as many expense reports, purchase
requisitions and invoices they need to throughout a month and our charges
remain the same. This is a great savings for us, as most of our expense report
submitters file weekly.”
Cindy says many of the expense submitters take advantage of the mobile
app to streamline report creation. With ACH reimbursements, employees are
reimbursed much faster than before.
With policies built into the system, it is much easier for approvers to
make informed approval decisions. Plus, with spending requests automatically
routed for approval, Cindy’s department doesn’t have to chase down approvers.
For the accounting team, Cindy says her small department has been able to
keep up with growth without adding any new personnel. “We are easily
processing hundreds of transactions per month,” Cindy says. “ Individual users
can look into the system to see what stage their requisitions and expense reports are in, saving our small group a lot
of time trying to track progress. We produce weekly P&L statements, so the ability to upload data into our accounting

system without re-keying information saves a tremendous amount of time.”
ExpenseWatch is easy for the team to administer as well. Capstone Logistics continues to grow at a steady rate. Cindy
says she is able to quickly add new locations and only needs to reach out to customer support should that location
need to setup up the Staples e-commerce punch-out account for purchasing users.
“We are able to manage nearly all of the administration ourselves, and really only need to reach out to our customer
satisfaction engineer occasionally,” Cindy continued. “We love ExpenseWatch because of the productivity gains we
can achieve.”

